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So Much More
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I HAVE BEEN INTERESTED IN MATHEMATICS FOR AS LONG AS I CAN REMEMBER. THIS INTEREST STEMMED
FROM A KIND OF CURIOSITY I COULDN’T SATISFY BY LEARNING SUBJECTS LIKE HISTORY OR GRAMMAR. TO
ME, MATH ALWAYS SEEMED LIKE A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT WAY OF THINKING. IN MATH, THERE WAS NO
NEED TO MEMORIZE FACTS AS LONG AS I UNDERSTOOD THE REASONING BEHIND THEM—AND I LOVED TO
DISCOVER THE REASONING. THIS PAST SUMMER AT CTY, I REALIZED THAT THAT REASONING IS CALLED LOGIC.

I

had been skeptical when I walked into my first Mathematical
Logic class at Johns Hopkins. I wasn’t sure what we would learn
in the course—after all, logic and reason seemed to be something
humans just had. But it wasn’t long before I found myself stumped,
along with my classmates, by a seemingly easy question our teacher
had asked: “What is logic?”
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Beyond Common Sense
We started by discussing arguments: a set of statements in which
one statement, the conclusion, is supported by the other statements,
or premises:
Every man is mortal.
Socrates is a man.
Therefore, Socrates is mortal.
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We learned that this classic argument is valid because if each
premise is true, then the conclusion must be true as well. It seemed
that anyone with any common sense could reason that out. I
assumed that everything we would learn would just be an extension
of common sense. I was wrong.
Soon we were considering arguments that were not nearly so
obvious. For example, if I said, “You will get wet unless you bring
an umbrella,” and you brought an umbrella but still got wet, does
that mean I’d lied to you? A lively three-hour discussion convinced
me that I had not lied: By using the word “unless,” I’d only insinuated that had you not brought an umbrella, you would get wet.
I never said anything about what would happen if you did bring
an umbrella.
This example may seem trivial, but it shows how we can mistakenly fill in logical gaps when language is ambiguous. In the real
world, we can’t always ask someone exactly what they meant before
we decide what to believe, such as when we’re reading a news story
or watching a debate. But if we can translate what people say into
arguments, we can analyze their premises, conclusions, and reasoning to decide if their arguments are valid.
Learning the Rules
Once we understood the components of valid arguments, we started
using symbols to represent both our statements and the logic connecting them. We used letters to represent situations; for example,
A could represent that Allison is happy, B that Bethany is happy, and
so on. We used symbols to make connections between these propositions, such as those to represent “and,” “or,” and “if...then.” When
our sentences were translated into letters and symbols, the logic (or
lack thereof) became easy to see at a glance.
As we practiced this symbolic notation, we began to see certain
argument structures appear again and again. One common argument was “If A implies B, and B implies C, then A implies C”:
If it rains, then my plants will get watered.
If my plants get watered, they will grow.
Therefore, if it rains, my plants will grow.
This is called hypothetical syllogism, and it was one of many
rules of inference we discussed and applied. Another, similar rule
called disjunctive syllogism states, “If either A or B is true, and A is
false, then B is true.” For example:
Either she is doing her homework or she is watching YouTube.
She is not doing her homework.
Therefore, she is watching YouTube.
Rules of inference are also called argument forms, and they are
known to be valid. They’re extremely helpful because when you

AS WE SHARED OUR PROOFS WITH EACH
OTHER, LAYING OUT OUR REASONING LINE BY
LINE, I WAS STRUCK BY THE CREATIVITY AND
DIVERSITY IN OUR THINKING.
see arguments in those forms, you know they don’t have to be
evaluated. They are sort of a logical shorthand, which was especially useful in the most challenging—and my favorite—part of the
course: proofs.
Many Logical Paths
Natural deduction is used to prove that the reasoning in an argument is correct. The proofs we worked on gave us premises and a
conclusion, and we had to show, line by line, how to move logically from premises to conclusion. This is why it’s called natural
deduction: it is a natural way of reasoning from step to step. It was
fun, challenging, and sometimes seemingly impossible—with even
the brightest students occasionally getting stuck. But if we could
ultimately connect the premises and the conclusion, then we had
proven that the argument was valid.
For each proof we worked on, even though we were all given
the same premises and the same conclusion to arrive at, none of us
got there the same way. The most amazing thing to me was seeing
how many different paths we thought up. As we shared our proofs
with each other, laying out our reasoning line by line, I was struck
by the creativity and diversity in our thinking.
Although these were not mathematical proofs, they resembled mathematics with their use of letters (which reminded me of
variables) and symbols (which reminded me of operators). This
is when it occurred to me that what I’d always loved most about
math—the reasoning behind it—was logic. And even though this
course was called Mathematical Logic, it showed me that logic can
be applied in many fields. As we translated everyday situations into
formal arguments and symbolic notation, we were applying logic
to a wide range of topics. Now, the reasoning I always loved in
mathematics is available to me everywhere. n
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